Flat-panel digital radiology with amorphous selenium and active-matrix readout.
Future imaging techniques will be capable of high image quality, fast acquisition, compactness, and versatile operation. A flat-panel imager that is expected to achieve these goals is under development. It consists of a thin layer of amorphous selenium that converts x rays directly to an electric charge and a thin-film electronic circuit, or active matrix, to read out the electronic signal directly to a computer host. The advantages of amorphous selenium include high resolution and low noise without loss of signal strength. The advantages of the active matrix are real-time readout, flexible design parameters, and compactness of the readout structures. A prototype of this imager has been built and operated, and initial images (of an x-ray test bar pattern and a hand phantom) have been acquired. Although the prototype was built to test scientific principles and many possibilities for optimization remain, the images already possess the quality necessary for many radiographic procedures. A large range of current and new applications exist for this imager.